The Center for Global Studies is a proud co-sponsor of the virtual Indigenous Speaker Series, hosted by the Northwest Indian College – Nez Perce. The series amplifies voices of Indigenous people and promotes a dialogue about Indigenous people's cultural and traditional lived experiences.

Since January 2020, the Series has invited speakers from Northwest Indian College, University of Washington, Western Washington University, Michigan State University, Little Big Horn College, among other institutions, with global prospects for coming speakers.

Speakers have varying backgrounds and share their cultural, traditional, and academic lived experiences in modern society while honoring their long standing relationship and responsibility to their homelands, communities, and ancestors.

SECTIONS CO-SPONSORED BY THE CENTER FOR GLOBAL STUDIES:

Indigenous Speaker Series 22 | 3/26/21
Pah-tu Pitt - Re-localizing Native Leadership in Environmental Narratives and Economy

Indigenous Speaker Series 23 | 3/31/21
Merisa Jones - Achieving Educational Sovereignty: Continuing the Vision of Our Old People
Joannie Romero – Rematriation Through Land-Based Connection During the Time of COVID-19

Indigenous Speaker Series 25 | 5/24/21
Mark Clytus - Cultural Engineering (Concepts) and its influence on STEAM
Solo Greene - Identity: Who We Are

Indigenous Speaker Series 26 | 5/26/21
Angela Fernandez and Wade Fernandez – Netāēnewēmākanak – Inviting All Of Our Relatives to the Table

Indigenous Speaker Series 27 | 6/30/21
Althea Walker - Building Bridges
Stacia Morfin & Ciarra Greene - Titóoqanaawit (Way of Life)